Paired-sample t-test: t
INTRODUCTION

Dissociating contributions of talker gender and acoustic variability for spectral contrast effects in vowel categorization
METHODS
DISCUSSION
Spectral contrast effects (SCEs) occur when the auditory system perceptually magnifies spectral differences between sounds:
SCEs in vowel perception were diminished when precursor sentences were spoken by multiple talkers rather than one talker (Assgari & Stilp, 2015 JASA) They suggested that greater variability in talker f0 could be responsible for smaller SCEs, but talker f0 was not controlled in their experiment However, acoustic variability was confounded with higher-level variability (talker gender), which also freely varied • Are SCEs smaller when the gender of who spoke the precursor sentence differs from who spoke the target vowel?
We investigated whether gender variability and f0 variability show separable contributions to the attenuation of SCEs in vowel perception figure) • Future studies should equate f0 variability, not z-scores • SCEs were not significantly smaller when the gender of who spoke the sentence (woman) did not match the gender of who spoke the target vowel (man) • SCE magnitudes were similar for low f0 variability from mixed genders (Experiment 2), one gender (Experiment 1), or one talker (Assgari & Stilp, 2015) Are these effects due to f0 per se?
• f0 is correlated with other acoustic properties (e.g., F1, F2, F3)
• Manipulating f0 variability also manipulates F1, F2, and F3 variability, which might better explain these results
Future directions
• f0 measures beyond its mean across a sentence:
• What role does f0 variability within a sentence play? • Measures and manipulations of acoustic variability beyond f0:
• Is categorization of vowels that differ in F 1 better explained by F 1 variability than f0 variability? • Effects of high acoustic variability for a single talker:
• However, this falls well short of High Variability across talkers; will smaller SCEs still be observed?
In conclusion, lower-level variability shapes context effects in speech perception more than higher-level source information. • SCE magnitudes were defined as differences in midpoints between low-F 1 and high-F 1 functions (i.e., number of stimulus steps along the abscissa) 
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